
1/2/70 

Deer Howard, 

Incredibly, your letter of the 20 end 22, postmarked 23, did not 
reach me until today. I'm running late, nave to oick Lil up in a few minutes, 
so my onewer will have to be brief. 

Print, from recollection: my new source has no information on depth 
of wound but it is definitive on location. Bullet pix: I agree with you. There 
seems tc be s difference and that could be quite significant. I know little 
about these things, but 1 ask you to consider whether ell or any of it could 
be accounted for by differences in lighting? 

I think you have a major point I believe I missed in the lung—bruising 
pictures (what this floes to Finck's N.O. apologies and explenetions). 

I am, of course, anxious to knoe tap result of your Specter inter-
view. At the same time, I urge you to caution with the combine of pathologists 
because they are friends of your enemy. But utterly scientific, with no opinions, 
or ycur doors will close fest, if Specter h'sn't already arranged thet....I em 
working another area in the penal I'll show you ellen yeti ere here. No time for 
the lone explanations, but you shouli be ebbs to understand from west I've sett. 
I've elreedy filed the requisite papers.... You will have to learn more about 
bullets, their types erd behaviors. There are different kinds of "frangible" 
bullets. Essentially, whet 'lick means is a bullet to kill game or vermints end 
it doesn't necessarily fly to pieces. :sometimes it just mushrooms. If eou got 
the catalogues I suggested, you can see from them.. Caliber and velocity bear 
much on east happens, as Dick can explain better then I. I learned it from him. 
Aiile not en expert, I am inclined to doubt ere,  rifle bullet except, pos ably, 
some 22s, penetrated so lit is it came out so easily. I  stick by the explanation 
in PMIII....Bet isit "Questionable" that bones were struck? I think it is 
obvious and beyond doubt, as I have for a very lone timde, despite the testimony. 
...You min-uote Hill, I believe. He said six inches below neckline after loeking 
at cadaver, and feellermen said below that muscle.':.'heck me. Last sentence your 
12/22: not hypothetical at all. ....My picture Summer 1967. Don't worry about 
the bullet felling apart. Lone ago I covered that by stking that they photograph 
it for me on a scale, with any missing pieces laid on, and they refused, on the 
ground tuey must "protect" it, etc. I then esked for any certified weight at 
any specific time sad they refused. :hen somebody sew tbe pictures i had them 
make for me, the understood only too well. This cannot be accident end I think 
we are covered. Meanwhile, they pretend they cannot find the negatives of whet 
they took for me! They asked for on electrostatic copy end I sent it, to get a 
print for Dick. Short hair, firm grip. 

dave a good year, 



Jecember 20, 1969 

Dear Harole, 

The si-7nificance of our observation that 399 lost froan
ts 

between the ta',7in of our pictures becomes rr
reater and grepter. de 

have a bomb on our hands--one that can explode 
right in the faces 

of the scoundrels who block our efforts to seek
 the truth. 

I have had the Archives make two base phol-os 
for me so far, 

one taken previnuslv to the one which you have.
 Checking my records, 

I sea that the first one -was ordred on Jan. 16, 1968 and the second, 

the one crnu have, was mailed to me on Sept. 11
, 1968. However, in 

comparinc.  the two, I find that yet another ni
ece of the base is Tone! 

.'hen was your picture taken? The area misJim!,i
; is apart from that 

in the other pictures. I do not now have the proper facilities to
 

adequately show what is missing but because of 
its importance especially 

to your case, I will do tne best I can for th
e time 'being. I am 

enclosint an extremely poor copy of the first 
photo—ill try to 

get better ones but it is the only one on hand.
 For the most part, I'll 

have to expl4in with sketches. 

This is a detail of the portion of the 

base marked "A" on the enclosed picture. 

Of course, it's clearer on the 

orisinal. 

This is a detail 
from the second photo 
which you have. See 
where the niece of 
lead has been broken 
nfr. 

-4A-4Xt*  

fr 
set, 

14:16: 

You will probably see the full significance. I hope we are not 

makinT toy much of this(such os if perhaps the 
bullet is deteriorating 

and f^111n apart which 7 doubt). Aevartleless,
 it is quite obviously 

proqresively loosing fraoents. 
Fleas:: writes soon on this with madrlitiorr!-L info o

n ynur be 

picture. 

Good luck, 


